AgilePM documentation based on building blocks
If you look at the AgilePM (The DSDM Agile Project Framework) documentation set-up you
could ask yourself if it’s not too much for an agile way of working?
In AgilePM the following documents are described:
• Terms of Reference
• Business Case
• Prioritised Requirements List
• Solution Architecture Definition
• Development Approach Definition
• Delivery Plan
• Management Approach Definition
• Feasibility Assessment
• Foundation Summary
• Evolving Solution
• Timebox Plan
• Timebox Review Record
• Project Review Report
• Benefits Assessment
If I look at templates used by organisations you are running the risk of large documents.
How many board members have ever read these bulky documents? How many board
members have searched through these documents for the project scope and for their tasks
and responsibilities in the project? Documents based on these templates are:
•
•
•
•
•

standalone;
descriptive and not concise;
multi interpretable;
labour-intensive to complete;
bothersome to read;

This begs the following question:
Is it possible to provide stakeholders with adequate information without falling into
the trap of bulky, inaccessible, standalone, and illegible documents?
If the answer to this question is positive, then it should also be possible to enhance the
quality of projects. After all, the stakeholders gain a better insight, which brings about
more effective and efficient decision making by the Project Board. The project manager
can be more focused upon managing the project instead of writing bulky (progress)
reports. In the search for an answer to this question I used storyboarding, telling a story
with PowerPoint slides with pictures and tables, and the concept of building blocks1.

Building block concept
AgilePM documents consist in part of identical information blocks. Each block can be seen
as a building block of an AgilePM document. A building block is therefore an independent
subdivision of a document. Take for example the Terms of Reference with among other
parts the business drivers and objectives to the project. If you make a building block for
the Terms of Reference, it is information to be used as the trigger for the project, the
Feasibility assessment, the Foundation summary and the Project Review Report. The use
of building blocks reduces the chance of miscommunication and the loss of information,
causing de-motivation of the parties concerned.
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In my book PRINCE2 in practice, I used the same set-up

The combination of the building blocks and the philosophy behind the storyboard (each
picture is a building block) leads to the following requirements for the AgilePM documents:
•
•
•

standardization (ensure that comparable documents for projects are built up in the
same way);
essence (no extensive passages of text, but only the necessary);
visualization (make use of pictures, blocks, etc.: one picture says more than a
thousand words).

The result of this procedure is that the stakeholders, e.g. Business Sponsor and Business
Visionary receives the information in a recognizable and concisely represented manner.
With the pressures of work, the time to read and understand documents is limited.
Standardization, visualization and essence increase the possibility of reading everything,
interpreting, understanding and reviewing. The Business Sponsor and Business Visionary
can use their time effectively and efficiently.
Comparable arguments apply to the position of the project manager. The project manager
wishes to represent the information concisely, without repeating anything and writing
things up only once. The project manager has need of a handle that enforces consistency,
promotes clarity and upgrades quality. The growth of a document on the basis of selected
building blocks motivates and is efficient and effective.

Structure of AgilePM documents
In the development of the documentation standard I have integrated the following AgilePM
documents (see Figure 1 for a simple view of the different documents and corresponding
building blocks):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terms of Reference
Feasibility assessment
Foundation summary
Progress reporting
Project review report
Benefits assessment

The Feasibility report consists of the updated Terms of Reference building block. The
building blocks for the business case, the Business impact assessment and the prioritized
requirements list complete the Feasibility report. In case multiple solutions are possible
the two building blocks Business case and Business impact assessment can be repeated
for each proposed solution. For approval and history, a document history building block is
created too.
The building blocks of the Feasibility assessment, after being updated and the selected
solution, forms the basis of the Foundation summary. The Foundation summary is created
through the expansion of the Feasibility assessment by means of the following building
blocks: Business implementation strategy, System architecture and Non-functional
requirements complete the Solution Architecture Definition (System architecture and nonfunctional requirements only if part of the solution are IT related), Project approach, Project
organisation, Project control, Delivery plan, Risk management and the Project Approach
Questionnaire (all part of the Management Approach Definition). For large projects an
additional Delivery plan building block is developed to show the high-level picture. For
assurance purpose a Governance check building block is added.
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Figure 1, AgilePM document building blocks
After the Project Board has approved the Foundation summary, the project manager will
report on the progress periodically. The basis of this reporting are the Terms of Reference
and the Delivery plan. The project manager, in principle, takes the Terms of Reference
building block over unchanged. A change in the Terms of Reference gives cause for the
Project Board to review the Business Case once again. A specific Delivery summary building
block that can act as a Timebox Review Record can complete the reporting. A standard
progress report with e.g. a burn-down and burn-up chart and project control indicators can
help with the total picture.
The Project review report is based on the following existing, but updated, building blocks:
Terms of Reference, Business Case and Delivery summary. On top of this we see the
following additional building blocks Benefits enablement, Recapitulation and Lessons
learned. The Benefits enablement building block can be used post-project for the Benefits
assessment.

Templates
With graphic templates you are able to comply with the requirements of standardization,
visualization and essence. The template describes the elements of a building block. This is
practical for the project manager. There is little need for words. Visualization with graphics,
drawings and tables is very convenient. The document can be identified by its format and
use of colour. It is accessible and easy to understand. On the basis of available building
blocks it enables the project manager to create quick reports and presentations.

Use
For some time now, the application of the proposed procedure has been utilised by a
financial service provider (for all their projects). This organisation has developed around
20 building blocks. Each building block has its own form (template). If a building block is
not relevant to a particular project, it will not be included. Project Board members endorse
the omission of irrelevant building blocks. They emphasise that standardised reporting
saves time. They are able to determine the status of a project quickly. The decision points
provide insight.

AgilePM documentation building blocks
Terms of Reference [project name]

Foundation Summary

BUSINESS SPONSOR:
[name business sponsor]

BUSINESS VISIONARY:
[name business visionary]

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR:
[name technical coördinator]

Document history

CONSTRAINTS
State any high level technical and/or business
constraints that are already known about. Ensure
that regulatory and legal constraints are identified
(e.g. must comply with current Financial Services
Authority guidance, must deliver in time for next
year end accounting process)

QUALITY / EPICS
Agree upon Epics that must be realized

APPROACH / STRATEGY

Project role

Tupe of activities the project consists of, i.e. little
or much public participation, agile, build and
design, internal or external personal.

Business Case
Name

Architecture – Business impact assessment

The proposed solution

Signature & Date

• Business process impacts
‒ Process context

Provide an outline of the proposed solution

Produced by:

• Using diagrams, describe at a high level all business processes impacted by this project

Approved by:

‒ Technology context

PROJECT MANAGER:
[name project manager]

STAKEHOLDERS
List the key players who will need to be involved in
the Feasibility phase and, where already
understood, involved in the Foundations and later
phases of the project should it be deemed feasible.

RESOURCES & FACILTIES
Identify any resources required for Feasibility and,
if appropriate, Foundations phases

Author:

BUSINESS DRIVER

State the key objectives of the proState the reason for this proposal
posed project. These should be clearly
for a project in the context of
related to the business driver and be
strategic or tactical business
SCOPE
described in terms of business
objectives. A short paragraph
problem or opportunity.
should suffice. Link the project
to a business strategy
What object is produced? What I
completed at the closure of the project?

Version:

OUT OF SCOPE

CONTEXT
TIMESCALE for next steps

BUDGET for next steps
Provide credible estimates of cost for the Feasibility
and, where appropriate, Foundations phases.

Distribution list

Date

Name

Policies applied
(Yes/No/N.A.)

remarks

State any HIGH LEVEL technical and/or business
assumptions or dependencies already known that
must be considered moving forwards (e.g. depends
on project x delivering y first, assumes new
business growth trend is sustained).
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• Provide a list of business events that will trigger the use of the system. Where possible prioritise these.
• Describe the impacts on third parties. This should include customers, suppliers and service partners who will interact differently with the
organisation as a result of changes to business processes
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After deployment
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Non-functional
requirement

‒ Construct a high level model (diagram or series of diagrams) that clearly identifies all the hardware components of the architecture and illustrates
how the software application is overlaid on the chosen hardware.
‒ Hardware components and relationships
‒ Service components and relationships

Prio*

Usability

• System Life Expectance & Maintenance Strategy
‒ Describe the system life expectancy and maintenance strategy

‒ Describe strategies for training staff/users in the operation of the new business processes, outline the anticipated need for and extent of training
required

• Development platforms
• Target platform
‒ Identify the hardware and software that will need to be in place for the system to be delivered
‒ Identify the tools needed for staff performing support and maintenance activities
‒ Note: The description of the target platform should enable planning later within the project for migration and cutover

14

What are the expected user response times for on-line/real time systems, run time constraints for background/supporting processes etc. and how does
the architecture support these requirements especially at peak usage times?
What are the likely number of simultaneous users (by channel where appropriate) and how much data is likely to be flowing between hardware
components. How does the architecture deal with this especially at peak usage times?
Over time, it may be the case that numbers of users, data volumes etc. will increase. There is more than one way deal with this. The first is to build the
solution to exceed current requirements and meet possible future requirements. The alternative is to create a smaller system now that can be scaled up
to deal with increased capacity and performance demands.

Security

Describe any security requirements and how these are accommodated by the architecture

Availability &
peak usage

Describe normal hours of operation including anticipated peaks and troughs in system usage over explicit periods of a day, a week, a month or a year.
E.g. peak usage 8-9am, 12-2pm or Sunday night or last working day of the month or tax year-end. If appropriate, describe any appropriate provision
within the architecture to deal with peak usage

Project Manager
Name Project manager

Role

‒ Based on the output of the Project Approach Questionnaire, describe how the Lifecycle will be tailored to meet the needs of the project. Specifically
in the use of the key Techniques of: Facilitated Workshops, Modelling, Iterative Development, MoSCoW Prioritisation and Timeboxing. Keep this
light and focussed on the management and governance perspective. The detail will be covered in the Development Approach Definition

Solution
Development Team

Agile Coach
Name Agile Coach
Workshop Facilitator
Name Workshop Facilitator

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree*

Epic name/description

General
Business Sponsor

All project participants understand and accept that on-time delivery of an acceptable solution is the primary measure of success for
the project
The requirements can be prioritised and there is confidence that cost and time commitments can be met by flexing the scope of
what's delivered.
All members of the project team accept that requirements should only be defined at a high level in the early phases of the project
and that detail will emerge as development progresses.
All members of the project team accept that change in requirements is inevitable and that it is only by embracing change that the
right solution will be delivered.
The Business Sponsor and Business Visionary understand that active business involvement is essential and have the willingness
and authority to commit appropriate business resources to the project.
It is possible for the business and solution development members of the Solution Development Team to work collaboratively
9 throughout the project.
Empowerment of all members of the Solution Development Teaam is appropriate and sufficient to support the day-to-day decision10 making needed to rapidly evolve the solution in short, focussed Timeboxes
The DSDM roles and responsibilities are appropriately allocated and all role holders understand and accept the responsibilities
11 associated with their role.
The Solution Development team has the appropriate collective knowledge and skills (soft skills and technical skills) to
12 collaboratively evolve an optimal business solution.
Solution Development Team members are allocated to the project at an appropriate and consistent level sufficient to fully support
13 the DSDM timeboxing practice
Tools and collaborative working practices within the Solution Development Team are sufficient to allow effective Iterative
14 Development of the solution.

Business Visionary

Technical Coordinator

Risk explanation (cause, event, effect)

Risk owner

Risk response

2
3
4
5

1
1

2

3
Change

4

5

The complete Risk register can be found at: ….
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Strongly Disagree*

#
1

3
5

3

2

‒ This section describes how changes will be managed. Remember that changes to the detail of requirements and the way these are reflected in the
solution should not be managed through a formal change control process – it slows things down too much and usually leads to avoidance of the
process. Formal change management should be applied only where the scope of the project is changing – this is typically identified by the addition
or removal removal of top-level requirements in the Prioritized Requirements List or perhaps substantial change to individual requirements at that
level

Delivery summary

Recapitulation

2

4

4

Solution tester(s)
Name 1
Name 2
Name 3
…
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Project approach Questionnaire

Key risks

1

5

Solution Developer(s)
Name 1
Name 2
Name 3
…

Business Ambassador
Name Business Ambasssador

‒ Where appropriate describe how third party contracts related to product development or delivery will be managed. Where contracts are not
intrinsically Agile try to ensure predictable incremental delivery as a minimum. If detailed specifications are required try and complete these ‘just in
time’ for each incremental ‘work package’ defined in the contract.
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Management approach– Risk management

• Change control

Team Leader
Name Team leader

• Contract Management Strategy

Acceptance criteria

The complete Prioritized Requirements List (PRL) can be found at: ….

• Configuration management

Business Advisor(s)
Name 1
Name 2
Name 3
…

So that … (objective)

*MoSCoW
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‒ The Configuration Management process must be defined and implemented by the end of Foundations. Describe which classes of deliverables are
under configuration management control and outline here what tools, techniques etc. will be used to ensure all the project assets are protected and
kept in a known state. The detail of the configuration management of technical deliverables (software, testing products, user documentation etc. is
dealt with in the Development Approach Document

• Development Approach

I want … (functionality)

Describe how the architecture provides for disaster recovery. E.g. Does the solution require cross-site mirroring of data? If so, does the mirror copy
need to be up to the minute, hour, 4 hour etc. or is last night’s off-site backup sufficient in a disaster recovery scenario?

‒ Outline here the approach to estimation planning, monitoring and control on this project. This will include (where applicable): Progress
reporting/tracking process and frequencies, key reviews, health checks and audits. Remember that wherever possible this should be based on
transparency of real work rather than written commentary created in parallel to describe the work done

Focus

Technical Coördinator
Name Technical Coördinator

‒ State any constraints or pre-requisites for scheduling, contractural, resources, budgetary
IT Analist

As a … (role)

• Planning & tracking

Additional stakeholders
Name

Project level
Business Visionary
Name Business Visionary

• Constraints and pre-requisites

Technical Advisor(s)
Name 1
Name 2
Name 3
…

Prio*

Based around the criticality of availability (i.e. how long the business can be without the system, or parts of it, without suffering loss or damage)
describe how the architecture meets this need. Describe how recovery after failure will be handled and how this is accommodated by the architecture

* Priority: 1-Critical | 2-Important | 3-Unimportant

Management approach – Project control

Business Sponsor
Name Business Sponsor

• Milestone Plan

Epics
#

If there are any specific usability drivers for the system describe the required design interventions here. The need for minimal user training, use by the
visually impaired, operation by inexpert or ‘computer illiterate’ users etc. are example drivers.

Scalability
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Management approach– Project organisation

How this is supported by the architecture

Peformance

Resilience &
recovery

10

Management approach - Prioritized requirements list

Capacity

‒ Identify the software tools that will be used during development beyond the standard desktop environment (Software tools include compilers,
modelling tools, configuration management tools, testing tools, etc.)

‒ Define the key milestones and when major products/product increments will be delivered. The Delivery Plan will provide the full schedule and
resource allocations so this is the place for highlights only. Where the project is to be managed in stages using discretely funded packages of work
ensure that the schedule for these is clear. Note: the work packages should be aligned with delivery increments where possible. A delivery
increment typically has an elapsed time of between three and six months.

€

€
€

• Architecture overview

‒ Describe strategies for transitioning to a new way of interacting with customers of the organization, suppliers to the organization, service partners to
the organization and other parties such as regulators

Management approach – Project approach

The business vision driving the project is clearly stated and understood by all members of the project team

€

‒ External impacts

- Software

• Change to business organisation structure
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All members of the project understand and accept the DSDM approach (Philosophy, Principles and Practices)

-…

• To help with decision making around target solution Service Level Agreements, describe who will operate the automated processes, from what
geographic locations, and in what numbers. Categorise how they will use the automated process and when they will use it.

‒ Process scenarios

- Rest

Disaster
Recovery

The Business Sponsor and the Business Visionary demonstrate clear and proactive ownership of the project.

€

Architecture – Non-functional requirements

PMO

3

€

‒ Operational context

Total

Architecture – System Architecture

HR

1

-…

-…

- IT

Architecture – Business implementation strategy

Information security

2

€

-…

- External

- Hardware

Architecture

Statement

€

€

Non financial

Operations

#

€

€

Resources

‒ Describe strategies for hiring new staff, retraining existing staff, redeploying or making surplus staff redundant

Marketing

€

€

ASSUMPTIONS & DEPENDENCIES

• Staff / User Training

Controlling

Explanation

Total

Financial

- Business

• Change to External Business Interfaces

Compliance

Value

Development

People

Version

Total

Risk management

Benefit

Foundation

Impact

Department

Phase

Revision history

State any high level risks associated with this project
that are already known.
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Governance Check

Project benefits

Project costs
RISKS

What output will not be
delivered against the
expectation of the business
sponsor?

Facts and figures at the start
of the project. Why does the
project figure in the agenda?

Provide credible estimates of timescale for the
Feasibility and, where appropriate, Foundations
phases.

Date:

• Describe in more detail the parts of the process, identified above, that will be supported by technology or where current technology will need to
change.

OBJECTIVES/BENEFITS

Release, date

Deployed*

Explanation / action (Do nothing, schedule, enhancement)
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Benefits enablement summary
Benefit description

Benefit Owner

Prio*

Project Manager

Lessons Learned
Deadline
harvesting

Yield

Explanation

Explanation

Release, date

Recommendation

Status*

4
5
6
7
8

Major issues
Provide explanations of major issues and their consequences (major scope change, delays, budget under/overruns)

15 All necessary review and testing activity is fully integrated within the Iterative Development practice.
16 Project progress is measured primarily through the incremental, demonstrable delivery of business value.
There are no mandatory standards or other constraints in place that will prevent the application of the DSDM Philosophy and
17 Practices on this project.
*Add the appropriate risk response in the risk register
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* Yes / No

28

* MoSCoW

28

* implemented, Good practise

29
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At the time of writing this article, I have given presentations to government authorities,
an energy company, a retailer, consultancy companies and project management
departments in order to bring the philosophy behind the standard into the limelight.
Different organisations are currently implementing storyboards and building blocks.
It seems possible to systematically provide all concerned with adequate information
without falling into the trap of bulky, inaccessible, standalone, and illegible documents. I
have introduced the technique of storyboarding as a tool for reporting presentations. This
promotes legibility and representation of the essence. I recommend the use of visual
representations if it is possible. Storyboarding is a powerful tool to determine consistencies
and omissions. I have used the overlap between AgilePM documents for the building block
approach. Combining this with storyboarding ensures that executives and project
managers use their time more effectively and efficiently.
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